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2001 LABOUR DAY ORATION
Historical Graves Committee and the

The Oration was given by the Premier
of Victoria, the Hon Steve Bracks, on
the 9th March,beside the restored

grave of George Alexander Ehnslie,in
die Melbourne General Cemetery.

Labour History Society, witti the

practical support ofthe Construction,
Forestry, Mining and Energy Union
(CFMEU)and the enthusiastic
cooperation of members and friends of
the Elmslie family.

The grave certainly required
restoration for over the years the
headstone had gone and the grave
became unmarked. There was only a

low stone border enclosing a patch of

Peter Love opened proceedings and
Martin Kingham ofthe Building and
Construction Division ofthe CFMEU
welcomed the Premier and Elmslie

groimd covered with weeds and dirt.

family members and other people who
made up a large crowd on a very hot

The restoration was initiated by

afternoon.

Norman Schtiler, a descendant of

George Alexander Elmslie. He
succeeded in arousing the interest of
the Construction, Forestry, Mining and
Energy Union,the successor to the

Steve Bracks began with a brief
account of George Elmslie's life. He
was bom in 1861 and became a

Operative Stonemasons' Society of

stonemason. He worked on several of
the historic buildings of Melbourne

which George Elmslie had been

including St Patrick's Cathedral and

President.

Wilson Hall at the University of
Melboume. He was a staunch unionist

The CFMEU raised the restoration
with the Labour Historical Graves

with a lifelong commitment to better
conditions and wages for Victorian

Committee that already had restored a

workers and their families.

number of graves ofpeople who had
played a prominent role in labour
history. It arranged the finance for the

result ofan intemal conflict among the

restoration ofthe Ehnslie grave which
is now marked by a substantial
headstone.

In his Labour Day Oration Premier
Steve Bracks paid tribute to George

Elmslie and also spoke of working
conditions and wages-and his
commitment to the Victorian

Government's Fair Employment Bill.

A large banner with the time-honoured

Elmslie became Premier in 1913 as a

non-Labor majority in Parliament. He
knew he was a 'caretaker' Premier and
his Labor Government lasted only 13

days, from 9-23 October, but he
eamed a permanent place in Labor
history. Reports at ftie time showed he
acted with good sense and integrity
and was applauded, even by his
political opponents. He died in 1918
and his wife and daughter are also
buried in the same grave, with a huge
elm tree growing alongside.

*8 hours work....' slogan was the

backdrop to the ceremony when Steve

Steve Bracks pointed to George

Bracks unveiled a new headstone at the

Elmslie's concem for faimess and the

George Elmslie grave in the
Melbourne General Cemetery. The

event was orgamsed by the Labour

disadvantaged as part of Labor's
tradition, and is the basis for the
current Fair Employment Bill -

showing Labor's continuing concern
for the less privileged. The Bill will
mean a real improvement for nearly

'We have a clear and unequivocal
mandatefor this Bill- and we expect it

halfofthe 560,000 Victorian workers
who are not covered by Federal
Awards or Agreements. It aims at

will campaign on it day in and day out

improving wages, hours of work,

will be passed. Ifit is notpassed... we
until the next election -and it will be

one ofthe centrepieces ofour election
campaign.'

health and safety, and job and income

insecurity. The Premier noted also that
the Bill 'gives business greater
certainty by providing afairer and
more consistent safety net ofminimum

wages and conditions-and by setting
up a much stronger independent
umpire to mediate industrial disputes.'

Before the ceremony of unveiling the
new headstone, Steve Bracks
concluded,'We are here today to

rectify an injustice — and to give
George Elmslie the regard and respect
a Labor trailblazer deserves. And in

honouring George Elmslie, and in
marking his grave, we also honour all

Despite 'a deceptive and misleading

those men and women who have made

campaign being run by the Liberal and
Nationalparties, Steve Bracks asserted

this party and this movement great'.

that the Bill does not deserve to fail-it
was a commitment the Labor Party

At the end ofthe oration, Norman

took to the last election.

Schuler, a good tenor, sang 'Lucky Old
Sun' a song in the repertoire ofPaul
Robeson.

WEDNESDAY NIGHT PROGRAMME

It is pleasing to report that recently there has been completed a
successful programme oflabour history topics conducted at the New
International Bookshop.

In March,for example,Bruce Duncan led a discussion on his

recently published book "Crusade or Conspiracy? — Catholics and the
Anti-Communist Struggle in Australia"

On June 6,at 6.00pm in the New International Bookshop,an

evening sponsored by the Labour History Society,Professor Stuart
Mclntyre,author of a new history on the Labor Party,will follow up
his recent OVERLAND lecture with a discussion on "The ALP and
the Left: Lessons from the Last Century" and will respond to
questions and comments.
There is a small admittancefee to cover costs. All members are welcome.

r.i.s;
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WATERFRONT - THE BATTLE THAT CHANGED AUSTRALIA

By Helen Trinca and Anne Davies, Published by Doubleday, Sydney 2000,
317 pages, paper back, $29.60.

Review: Brian McKinlay

Helen Trinca and Anne Davies have pulled off a remarkable feat. They have
written an account of a remarkable political event,for the recent waterfront

crisis of 1998 was as much a political event as an industrial dispute, and at the

same time they have given us a "ripping yam"full of intrigue,skuUduggery and
excitement.

Of course,one might say, how could it be otherwise, with Chris Corrigan and
Peter Reith as two of the principle characters. Indeed,the book reads like a

thrUler, which Phillip Adams likened to that classic of the genre"The Maltese
Falcon".

As the authors say in their splendid introduction,the waterfront crisis of 1998
with aU its twists and turns,is proof that truth sometimes is stranger than
fiction!

It has villains, military mercenaries, betrayal,lies told over and over by

dishonest politicians, and as they say in HoUywood 'a cast ofthousands'.
In addition the story depicts the creation of a genuine peoples movement on the
streets — surely the best example in recent times of'Peoples Power'in the
Australian context.

None of this could have been predicted in 1998. The Howard Government and
its'Hard Man'and union-buster Peter Reith,felt quite confident that the

conservatives could finaUy break the maritime workers,long the bane of aU

conservative parties since the epic struggles of 1939, when the old WWF had
defeated Menzies in the infamous'pig-iron' dispute on the wharves.

The book is full of brilliant insights and shows us the fmit of a vast amount of

research, and is in the best traditions of investigative journalism. It follows the
dramatic events from their genesis in the plot to train strike-breakers in faraway
Dubai. From the outset,the Dubai events were a disaster which doomed the
whole conspiracy against the MUA.

The mercenaries, hired from mUitary personnel, were an unhappy and unlikely
bunch of strike-breakers and the first intimation of what lay ahead reached the
MUA as leaks from disaffected members of the Dubai expedition.

Early in the event John Coombs,of the MUA,began to receive inside
information from two secret informants; one of these a Dubai recruit, the other a

Canberra insider. Both kept the MUA alert to the moves of Corrigan and Reith
and enabled the MUA to plan a winning strategy.

It has to be said however,that the MUA wasn't initially alert to the possibilities

of using the courts as a part of its defensive strategy. In the event,the original
attack on the MUA was marked by a series of disasters, especially in the media;
who can forget the amazing photographs of masked men in uniforms of black
with yapping guard-dogs in hand!

These shocking acts, as the authors show, brought out a tide of angry
demonstrators across the nation, most notably in Melbourne, where the
demonstrators closed off the whole of the Melbourne's docks and faced a
reluctant Victorian Police Force. Here too, the Kennett Government showed a

curious reluctance to join in the conflict on the side of Howard,Reith and
Corrigan.

The tide of popular anger caught the conspirators out and once the matter was
taken to the courts, the battle was as good as lost.

Labor historians wiU find fascinating echoes of the past in the frenzied
determination of a conservative Prime Minister to smash "the wharfies". One

wonders if the ghosts of Menzies and Big Jim Healy looked on.

"Waterfront"is simply essential reading and a remarkable addition to the

History ofthe Labor Movement and the long history of the maritime unions. In
the classic phrase — I couldn't put it down.

PADDY TROY MEMORIAL PRIZE

Conducted by Labour History Society, Perth Branch and sponsored by the Maritime
Union of Australia.

Prize; $500-for a short story, essay or performance piece based on an aspect of
Australian Labour History.

Length; 2000-3000 words.
Closing date; 1 September 2001
To obtain an «itry form and conditions ofentry,

Contact; Secretary, Australian Society for the Study ofLabour History,Perth
Branch, PO Box 8351, Perth Business Centre, WA 6849
Ph: (08)9228 5941
Fax:(08)9238 8132
Or Andrew Goil, Ph; (08)9379 8899

Or Janis Bailey, E-mail jbailey@cowan.edu.au
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